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For a while I have been looking for a good
clarifying shampoo I approached a company
that I know on twitter called Metique and
they very kindly sent me a sample of their
shampoo to try (along with a few other
samples). A little on Metique...
METIQUE® was produced and launched in
Australia in 2001 by Steen Jorsal of Novasel
Australia. Steen’s passion for Research and
Development in Tea Tree Oil enabled him to
create these Natural products that are
paraben free and scientifically formulated
with Natural Vitamin E, for your Hygiene
and Wellbeing. Metique products have been
proven effective in laboratory and Clinical
testing, as well as in professional Beauty
Therapist trials - achieving remarkable
results in skin care.’
I was quite interested in trying out their
products as my nan swears by tea tree and
uses it for pretty much all skin related
ailments. On the Metique website they have
a whole history on tea tree and its amazing
properties: http://teatreeoilproducts.co.uk
It arrived in extremely pretty packaging, I
love tissue paper wrapping!
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The shampoo obviously has tea tree in it
this does mean that it does smell like tea
tree, which can be a little ‘medicinal’ but
it’s not over whelming and it didn't stay in
the hair after washing. My hair seemed to
like it – feeling lighter / less weighed down,
shiny and in general good condition.
Unfortunately my scalp did not get on with
it, becoming very sensitive and sore and I
even started getting a small rash – I’m not
exactly sure what in the shampoo would
have caused this as I’ve used tea tree
before and nothing else in the ingredients
look particularly scary but this was the only
new product that I was using at the time so
it was the only thing that I could attribute
the reaction to. I contacted Metique and
they were extremely understanding, I was
in fact quite taken aback at how helpful
and nice they were. They had sent me
other samples so I decided to test some
out to see if I reacted to them as well,
happily I did not and found that I
particularly like the hand and body lotion
sachets and they very kindly sent me
another larger sample of the lotion.
Note: My work mate very bravely decided
to try the shampoo herself and did not
have a reaction to it and is happily still
using it now (she gives it a 3 out 5 stars
and stated that it’s a good shampoo but in
her words it lacked a certain pizazz)
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You can find Metique here on their
website the body lotion retails for
£10.71 and the shampoo for £8.16

The body lotion again has a tea tree
smell to it so I wouldn't put it on
before a first date etc but again its
not overpowering and I find it also
smells quite caramely.
It has a nice consistency easy to
rub in but not too thin. My skin just
seems to drink it up and it leaves it
feeling soft and hydrated. I’ve
especially noticed how nice it
makes my skin feel since getting
back from holiday because of the
sun and the salt from the sea my
skin has become quite dry and my
hands particularly have been feeling
quite scaly.

I have been taking the lotion to work
and using it regularly on my hands
and forearms and have noticed a
real difference in the condition of
my skin in only a few days – luckily
my co workers don’t mind the smell
of the tea tree :)

Although I found a lovely body
lotion I am still searching for a nice
clarifying shampoo if you have any
suggestions please share!
FOR MORE INFORMATION about
Metique Tea Tree Oil Products please
visit www.teatreeoilproducts.co.uk or
if you would like to try samples please
get in touch on Tel 01825 890236
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